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Summary

Amber Mobility is developing a comprehensive mobility solution that is

cheaper, more convenient, and more environmentally friendly than any other

existing transportation solution.

We develop:

1. Guaranteed Mobility. A unique app-based service that guarantees the

availability of a car at all times and within walking distance.

2. The Amber One. Our efficient, modular, and customizable electric car

designed specifically for car sharing. Through this car, we are able to

reduce the cost of our mobility service dramatically.

We currently already offer Corporate Mobility, a mobility service for companies

that serves as a safe test bed for our Guaranteed Mobility platform.

What would be your ideal way of getting from one place to another?



23 hours idle

Cars are expensive…

… yet we hardly 

use them.

fuel

maintenance

depreciation

insurance

taxes

parking +

€ 520 per month



People are realizing that by paying to use something, they can have all the benefits of owning

it, without all the accompanying hassle. Movies, TV, and music aren’t the only commodities

people want to access on-demand. The same changes are happening in the mobility market.

In the mean time, the on-demand economy is rising...



Amber Mobility is positioned at the intersection

of the mobility and automotive industries. We

provide a solution that addresses both what

consumers want and what the world needs.

Through the combination of our mobile app and

our ultra-efficient, modular electric car designed

specifically to be shared, Amber provides you

with the ultimate freedom: mobility, guaranteed.



Amber Mobility Your personal car, on demand

Amber Mobility provides the ultimate solution: with a simple

click of an app, you have a car available within 500 meters,

wherever you are and whenever you want. We take care of

everything: the cars, the reservations, the software, the

optimization, and the user interface.

Guaranteed Mobility

- Mobility on demand for € 33 a week

- Extremely flexible: pick up and leave the car anywhere

- Customizable: the app remembers your personal settings

so that every car always feels like your “own” car

Enabling technology: intelligent software

In order to provide Guaranteed Mobility, we need to know

exactly when and where our users will need cars. We use a

powerful predictive software algorithm that uses both

historical journey data and real-time external data sources.

Using predictive analytics, we can arrange the availability

and location of cars in order to ensure Guaranteed Mobility.



Amber Mobility provides a solution as an alternative for car ownership that is

both affordable and convenient. But for this solution, we can’t use the cars

available today, because they are simply not optimal.

Cars today are built for ownership. They are designed with the assumption

that they will sit idle for most of the day. If they are more intensively used, they

quickly become expensive, due to their short lifespan and high energy

consumption.

In order to make Guaranteed Mobility affordable and convenient for our users,

we need a car specifically designed for sharing. We need a lightweight,

long range, highway-capable electric vehicle with a lifespan of 1.5 million

kilometers. We need a car that is completely software-based, and therefore

fully customizable for its users.

With Guaranteed Mobility in mind, we took the concept of “car” back to

the drawing board, and designed the Amber One.

What type of car to share?



The Amber One: the first car designed to be shared

- Life span of 1.5 million kilometers

- Completely customizable user experience

- Modular design of frequently maintenanced components

- Low weight and low drag, resulting in extreme efficiency

and a 400 km practical range

Key indicator: total running costs

Amber One € 0.039 per kilometer

Existing electric cars € 0.060 per kilometer



Affordability

- Unlimited use for € 33 per week

- Multiple subscription models that fit every user

Convenience

- Unlimited, on-demand availability within

walking distance

- One fixed fee

- Flexibility: take and leave a car anywhere

- Always feels like your own car

Thanks to the seamless integration of hardware and software, we can provide a comprehensive solution

that is both more convenient and more affordable than owning a car (or any other mobility alternative).

Why is Guaranteed Mobility unique?
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